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Itinerary
Day 1: Wednesday (D)
Las Vegas - Check into HOTEL PARIS/Eiffel Tower attraction

WELCOME TO LAS VEGAS!!!!!
Your pick up will be done by our airport representative at
Baggage claim for Domestic passengers. (In order for
us to coordinate the pick-up, we need a valid
contact number for the passengers).
Check into Hotel PARIS (Check in time 4 PM).
****Please note that the hotel may take your Credit
card at the time of check in towards Incidentals. The
hold on the card will be released once the guests check
out if no charges are incurred. If you would like to do an
early check in, please check in with the front desk for
any supplemental charges.
Meet your tour manager at 6 pm in the hotel lobby to
start the tour.
Take a ride 46 stories up in an Exhilarating, adrenaline
charged glass elevator of Eiffel tower in PARIS hotel to
get an amazing 360 degree views of the city. This
attraction is half scale replica of world famous Paris,
France Landmark and the views of bright, colorful lights
are unmatched from the top.
Overnight at the hotel
There will be no coach this day!!!
Day 2: Thursday (B, D)
Las Vegas - Big bus tour

Today is a free day on own.
If you have booked your Grand Canyon through us, our
Tour manager will drop you off at the pickup location for
your tour and Breakfast will be packed for those
passengers taking the Grand Canyon coach tours.
For passengers, choosing to not take the Grand
Canyon, you will be provided with continental buffet
breakfast at St. Louis Cafe restaurant inside Paris.
You will be taken around the city in a Double-decker bus
where your guide will explain all about Sin city. As dusk
falls, the city turns on. See the dazzling neon lights as
you travel down the strip and roll past casinos, wedding
chapels and historic landmarks into the heart of
downtown.
Overnight at the hotel
There will be no coach this day!!!

Day 3: Friday (B, D)
Los Angeles - City tour of LA/OUE Skyspace

After buffet breakfast at the hotel, have an early start &
depart for Los Angeles. Stop for lunch enroute.
Visit OUE Skyspace and experience a Panoramic 360degree View from the second tallest building West of
Mississippi. The building structure is designed to
withstand earthquakes to the magnitude of 8.3 on
richter scale. You will be taken to the 70th floor to get a
wonderful view of the city. You can also slide from one
level of the building to another to get a glimpse of the
city in its glory.
Proceed for city tour of Los Angeles.
Enjoy a guided tour of Los Angeles by our experienced
tour guide. Drive through the busy streets of Avenue of
Stars, Kodak theater and rodeo drive. Get your picture
of the famous Hollywood sign from one of the vantage
points.
Check into Hotel for Overnight stay.

Day 4: Saturday (B, D)
Los Angeles - Universal Studios/Walmart shopping time

After breakfast at the hotel, You will then be taken to
Universal Studios to enjoy the full day at the park.
This Sprawling Amusement park with thrilling theme
rides, restaurants, shows, shops and one of the oldest
real working movie studio in use is definitely a unique &
fun filled experience for the whole family.
Visit world famous store to get some local stuff for
reasonable prices and shop for family and friends back
home.
Free time at Walmart.
****** The itinerary in Los Angeles is subject to change
based on traffic conditions.
Day 5: Sunday (B, D)
San Francisco - Santa Cruz/Natural bridges park

Today after breakfast, you will drive to Natural bridges
park (approximately 6 hours).
This park and beach offer an excellent vantage point for
viewing shore birds, migrating whales, as well as seals
and otters playing offshore.
Sync in a little more with nature and enjoy time at Santa
cruz beach.
You will get to see California's oldest surviving
amusement park right next to the coast line.
Free time to enjoy the stunning views of the bay.
Lunch will be enroute.
Overnight at Hotel.

Day 6: Monday (B, D)
San Francisco - Bay Bridge/City Tour/Cable Car

You will have a full day to enjoy in San Francisco today.
After breakfast at the hotel, enjoy the amazing skyline
of San Francisco on BAY CRUISE with spectacular
views of Alcatraz, Golden Gate bridge & Bay Bridge.
An Audio tour in 16 languages is available to get detailed
history of this great city
Lunch on own
Your guide today will cover all the major highlights of the
city in an in-depth city tour including TWIN PEAKS,
San Francisco's Twin Peaks are two prominent hills near
the center of the city. Each one stands at about 922
feet tall, and they offer amazing views of the Bay Area
all the way down to the water.
Enjoy a wonderful ride aboard Cable car (the world's
last manually operated Cable car system- if
operational).
Enjoy and Discover San Francisco's Biggest landmarks
and attractions in an awe inspiring 3D movie that has
you flying with your feet dangling over the city by the
bay. The Flyer SF is the perfect way to end your tour.
Overnight at the hotel
Day 7: Tuesday (B)
Good bye!!!!

Today after breakfast, check out from the hotel (check
out time is 11 am).
The hotel offers complimentary shuttle to the airport.
Please check with the bell desk regarding shuttle timings.
If you have any early flight & no shuttle is operational,
please take a cab on own. (Shuttle timings is from 5 AM
to 9 PM).
BON VOYAGE & THANK YOU FOR TRAVELING
WITH US.

Wednesday departure dates:

APRIL 24
MAY 1, 8, 15, 22, 29
JUNE 5, 12, 19, 26
JULY 3, 10, 17, 24, 31
AUGUST 7, 14, 21, 28
SEPTEMBER 4, 11, 18, 25
OCTOBER 2, 9, 16, 23, 30
NOVEMBER 13

List of Hotels:

LAS VEGAS (2 nights)
HOTEL PARIS
3655 S Las Vegas Blvd, Las Vegas, NV 89109
Ph: (877) 796-2096
Please note that some of the hotel rooms do not offer Coffee/Tea maker. Assigning rooms is at Hotel's
Discretion.
LOS ANGELES(2 nights)
DOUBLETREE BY HILTON TORRANCE
21333 Hawthorne Blvd, Torrance, CA 90503
Ph: (310) 540-0500
SAN FRANCISCO (2 nights) SAN MATEO MARRIOTT
1770 S Amphlett Blvd, San Mateo, CA 94402
Ph: (650) 653-6000
VILLA FLORENCE
225 POWELL ST, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
Ph: (415) 397-7700
For below dates (we will be providing airport transfers on PVT basis at no extra cost)
JUNE 13, 20; JULY 18, 25; AUG 15, 22; SEPT 26; OCT 3

TOUR INCLUSIONS

ALL HOTELS AS MENTIONED BELOW
AIRPORT TRANSFERS ON PRIVATE BASIS (FROM LAS). DEPARTURE WILL BE VIA HOTEL SHUTTLE IN SFO
5 AMERICAN BUFFET BREAKFASTS and One Continental breakfast/PACKED
HINDI SPEAKING TOUR DIRECTOR (WILL MEET AT 6 PM ON DAY 1 IN THE HOTEL LOBBY & BE WITH THE
GROUP TILL END OF DAY 6)
TOUR WILL BE CONDUCTED IN A 55 SEATER/22 SEATER/15 SEATER/VAN BASED ON THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE
SIGNED FOR THE TOUR (we request that you reach out to us one week prior to know the vehicle size).
WIFI AT ALL HOTELS AS WELL AS 55 SEATER COACH. N/A FOR SMALLER COACHES/VANS
SIGHTSEEING
1. DOUBLEDECKER CITY TOUR IN VEGAS
2. EIFFEL TOWER In PARIS
3. OUE SKYSPACE WITH SLIDE
4. SANTA MONICA BEACH
5. CITY TOUR OF LOS ANGELES (GUIDED)
6. UNIVERSAL STUDIOS
7. HORSE TROLLEY IN SOLVANG (NOT OPERATIONAL DURING FEW DATES IN AUGUST & SEPTEMBER) AS
WELL AS WHEN THE TEMP IS ABOVE 95 DEGREES.
8. BAY CRUISE
9. CITY TOUR OF SAN FRANCISCO (GUIDED)
10. CABLE CAR (IF OPERATIONAL)
11. FLYER SF

TOUR EXCLUSIONS

LUNCHES
DOMESTIC FLIGHTS ARRIVING INTO LAS on WEDNESDAY & DEPARTING OUT OF SFO ON TUESDAY.
VISA & PROCESSING FEES
PORTERAGE
MANDATORY TIPS ($10 per person) TO BE GIVEN TO THE TOUR DIRECTOR. THIS CANNOT BE PRE PAID.

Disclaimer:
Tours Limited reserves the right to make minor modifications to the daily itinerary flow based on weather, traffic, or other
conditions for the convenience of the traveling customers.
We reserve the right to use Van/Minibus/Coach depending on the number of passengers.
In case of coach break down due to mechanical failures, the company will make every effort to fix the problem but please note
that there will be no monetary compensation for the inconvenience caused.

FDD POINTERS:
1. Please make sure to collect the Contact information of the tour manager along with Pick up details on both the
coasts. Confirmed hotel list along with itinerary needs to be given for applicable travel date.
2. USA/INDIA/UK/UAE contact number for the passenger is a must at the time of reservation.
3. Wheelchair passengers, if planning on joining our tour will need to have someone travel with them to provide
assistance. Tour manager will be unable to provide aid. Also, please note that our coaches are not equipped for
handicapped travelers
4. Seating Arrangement in the bus will be first come first serve.
5. All documents for Orlando (park tickets/Cruise if booked by us) will be handed over by the tour manager on the
East coast. Please inform the passengers that there will be no tour manager for the Orlando portion.
6. Tours Limited is not responsible for lost Valuables/Travel documents. We request the passengers to take care of
their personal belongings.
7. Some of the hotels will be collecting $100 towards incidentals per room per night. The money will be credited
back to the passengers by the hotel if no expenses are incurred. It usually takes anywhere from 2-3 weeks for the
deposit to show up on the Credit statement. Make sure to get a Zero statement balance from the hotel. If paying
cash to the front desk, please make sure to collect the same before checking out.
8. We charge late fee for bookings that come in within 10 days of travel. Please check with us on the add on cost.
9. The passengers are liable to pay for any damages caused while on tour either at the hotel they are staying in;
coach or at restaurants and attractions. We will collect the valued amount before the end of the tour.
10. We strongly encourage all the passengers to buy optional tours though us. We are not responsible for any
bookings made on own. Also, if the passengers are deviating from the itinerary, this has to be mentioned clearly in
the email and acknowledged.

